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China virus sends shockwaves 
through Asia’s tourist industry

New strain of coronavirus kills at least 81 
TOKYO: A deadly virus that has prompted travel restric-
tions in China is sending shockwaves through Asia’s
tourism industry, which has become increasingly reliant on
growing numbers of Chinese visitors. At least 81 people
have died since the new strain of coronavirus emerged in
China’s Wuhan, and millions are now under an effective
quarantine, with all flights in and out of the city grounded
and a ban on Chinese tour groups domestically and abroad. 

The measures come amid a boom in Chinese foreign
travel, with the number of tourists from the country
increasing nearly tenfold since 2003, according to a
report by research firm Capital Economics. But businesses
in destinations that rely on the huge numbers of Chinese
tourists are already feeling the heat, with complaints of
“deserted” beaches and shops, and concerns about the
future. The outbreak carries echoes of the SARS crisis,
which paralyzed regional travel and battered local
economies from late 2002. Chinese tourist numbers then
fell by around a third.

“If they fell by a similar amount again, it would knock
around 1.5-2.0 percentage points from (gross domestic
product) in the most vulnerable countries,” Capital
Economics said. In Japan, the fall in Chinese visitors was
already being felt in Asakusa, a popular tourist destination
near the Sensoji temple. “We’ve definitely been seeing less
people this year,” said Yoshie Yoneyama, 31, manager of a
shop selling traditional Japanese sweets and a rice-based
drink called amazake.

Beaches ‘deserted’ 
“I think there are less than half the numbers of last year

or the year before,” she said. The number of Chinese holi-
daying in Japan has exploded from around 450,000 in
2003 to 8.4 million in 2018, accounting for 27 percent of
all inbound tourists as Tokyo works to expand the sector.

But it will now be “very difficult” for Japan to achieve its
target of 40 million tourists in 2020, Yuki Takashima, an
economist at Nomura Securities said.

And the effects will be felt beyond hotels, restaurants
and tourist sites, because many Chinese tourists visit
Japan specifically to shop. Electronic appliances and
beauty products usually top of their lists, Takashima
said, so retail outlets will see their bottom lines affected.
The crisis has already sent Japan’s key Nikkei index
plunging, with stock in Shiseido - a cosmetics brand
popular with Chinese tourists - plunging more than five
percent yesterday.

“We can expect those stocks to continue to fall like
dominoes,” said Stephen Innes, chief market strategist at
AxiCorp. But he said Japan would be better placed to
weather the storm than another top destination for
Chinese tourists: Thailand. Tourism accounts for 18 percent
of the nation’s GDP, with Chinese holidaymakers making
up more than a quarter of total arrivals. The country’s
tourism minister has already warned a crisis on the scale of
SARS could cost an estimated $1.6 billion, and the effects
are already clear in Phuket.

‘Really serious’ 
“For two days, the streets, the shops and the beaches

have been deserted,” said Claude de Crissey, who owns a
40-room hotel and a restaurant on the island. “Phuket has
focused almost exclusively on Chinese tourism... if the situ-
ation continues, we will all be impacted,” he said. Australia
too, already reeling from the effects of the bushfire crisis,
is likely to feel the impact. Chinese visitor numbers dou-
bled in the six years to June 2019, with mainlanders now
accounting for 15 percent of Australia’s inbound tourists.
Mario Hardy, CEO of the Pacific Asia Travel Association
said it was hard to gauge how long the crisis would last.

“I would suspect the impact would be between three to
six months, but it will really depend on how the situation
evolves in the coming few weeks,” he said. In Japan, leather
goods store owner Hayato Chiba said local businesses in
the Ameyoko shopping district of Tokyo’s Ueno were hop-

ing for a swift resolution. “An increasing number of shops in
Ameyoko count on foreign customers, so it’s getting a bit
tough,” said Chiba, 65, who represents around 400 local
businesses. “Something really serious is happening. We’re
worried about how long it will last.” — AFP 

Gambia launches 
a crackdown on 
protest movement
BANJUL: The Gambian government has launched a
crackdown on a weeks-old movement demanding the
departure of President Adama Barrow, following violent
demonstrations in which medical officials say three pro-
testers were killed. Tension has been building in The
Gambia, a tiny West African country surrounded by
Senegal, over Barrow’s decision to stay in office for five
years after initially pledging to step down after three.

Police in the capital Banjul on Sunday fired tear gas
at hundreds of protesters, who responded by throwing
stones and setting tyres on fire, an AFP correspondent
at the scene said. Police arrested 137 people at the
demonstration, it added. The government later
announced a ban on the “Three Years Jotna (is up)
Movement”, the group that has spearheaded weeks of
protests calling for Barrow to step down. In a statement,
spokesman Ebrima Sankareh said the group was a
“subversive, violent and illegal movement” that was
“determined to illegally overthrow the constitutionally
elected president”.

The group’s president Abdou Njie was also arrested
on Sunday, according to an AFP journalist, although the
government would not confirm it was holding Njie.
Three people were killed in Sunday’s clashes according
to Kebba Manneh, director of the Serrekunda hospital
where victims were taken. Red Cross sources said 28
people were taken Sunday to Serrekunda hospital,
close to where protesters had gathered in the districts
of Old Jeshwang and Stink Corner on the outskirts of
Banjul. The government denied that any protesters were
killed on Sunday.

Radios silenced 
Among those arrested were the director of the King

FM radio station, and a radio presenter who had been
charged with inciting violence, a station employee said.
The head of another radio station, Digital FM, was also
arrested and it was not known where he was being held,
Saikou Jammeh, secretary general of Gambia Press
Union said. Authorities later moved to shut the two sta-
tions, accusing them of serving as platforms for inciting
violence and broadcasting for the anti-Barrow move-
ment and threatening “the security of The Gambia”.

Sunday’s clashes broke out after demonstrators tried
to change their itinerary to get closer to the city centre.
“Let’s go and burn everything that belongs to Adama
Barrow and his family,” one protestor called out to
those alongside him, the AFP reporter heard. “We will
protest until Barrow resigns,” said another who identi-
fied himself as Amadou Sanyang. “He is a traitor who
betrayed the population’s trust, we are going to teach
him a lesson.”

On Saturday, hundreds of Gambians had marched on
the outskirts of Banjul, responding to the call of victims
associations demanding justice for sweeping rights
abuses and murder suffered under former dictator
Yahya Jammeh’s 22-year rule. — AFP

Pakistan police arrest 
Pashtun rights leader 
critical of military
PESHAWAR: A charismatic Pashtun rights leader who
repeatedly accused the powerful military of abuse has
been arrested in Pakistan’s northwestern city of
Peshawar, police said yesterday. Manzoor Pashteen, chief
of the Pashtun Protection Movement (PTM), appeared
before a magistrate after being detained shortly after
midnight, said police official Shiraz Khan. Khan said
Pashteen would be transferred to another district where
he is wanted on charges including sedition, hate speech,
incitement against the state, and criminal conspiracy.

The former veterinary student and his PTM have rat-
tled the military since 2018 with calls to end alleged
abuses by security forces targeting ethnic Pashtuns in

the rest ive tr ibal  areas
along the border with
Afghanistan. The area,
once plagued by militancy
and unrest , is  where
Washington bel ieves
Pakistan is providing safe
haven to militant groups
including the Afghan
Tal iban and Haqqani
Network. The army has
carried out many opera-
t ions in the region, and
security across Pakistan
has dramatically improved
in recent years.

The military maintains a
heavy presence there, however, and the PTM has tapped
into festering anger over al leged abuses against
Pashtuns-including enforced disappearances and target-
ed killings. The movement remains peaceful, but has been
notable for its direct verbal attacks on the armed forces

in a country where such criticism is largely seen as a red
line. Islamabad and the military have repeatedly denied
the claims and arrested PTM activists. 

A far-reaching media blackout has kept news and
images of peaceful PTM rallies off TV screens and front
pages nationwide. An opinion piece written by Pashteen
in the New York Times in 2019 was censored in Pakistan.
In December 2018 a military spokesman warned that the
army would use force against PTM if they “cross the
line”.  Mohsin Dawar, a PTM member of parliament from
the North Waziristan tribal district, confirmed Pashteen’s
arrest to AFP.

“He has been charged in many cases including sedi-
tion,” Dawar said, who along with another PTM MP was
detained by authorities for months last year.   On
Twitter, Dawar demanded Pashteen’s immediate release
and asked PTM supporters to “remain calm”. Pashtuns
are a fiercely independent ethnic group that straddles
both s ides of  the border between Pakistan and
Afghanistan. They account for roughly 15 percent of
Pakistan’s population, with a majority of the 30 million-
strong group living in the northwest. — AFP 

BANJUL: A demonstrator holds up a placard while
demonstrating, asking for Yahya Jammeh, the former
President of the Gambia, to be brought to justice, in
Banjul. — AFP 

Manzoor Pashteen

Bat spit coffee is a 
hit with Madagascar 
consumers
ITASY: In the rich volcanic soils of central
Madagascar’s Itasy province grows a rare and fra-
grant coffee coveted by bats and humans alike. The
twist: humans want it even more after the bats have
nibbled on it. Bat spit gives the beans a uniquely
smooth flavor, say consumers, sending demand for an
already expensive speciality bourbon pointu coffee
soaring to nearly $110 per pound (220 euros/kg).

Farmers around the world are turning to premium
and rare beans, some including an animal touch, to
shore up their incomes amid a global production glut
that has driven down prices. But this may be the first
time such coffee is being commercially produced in
Africa, said Matthew Harrison, buyer at speciality
coffee sourcing company Trabocca.

Madagascar used to produce mainly lower-quality
robusta beans used in instant coffees, but now farmers
like Nirina Malala Ravaonasolo are producing bourbon
pointu beans, a premium variety of higher-priced ara-
bica coffee. “Before, most people here in Itasy did not
have any interest in growing coffee,” said Ravaonasolo,
president of a local coffee group. “Today it’s become
our livelihood.” Bourbon pointu sells domestically for
about $101 per pound (200 euros/kg), more than 50
times the price of commodity-grade coffee. A bit of bat
spit pushes the price higher.

Wild bats chewing on ripe coffee berries results in
a reaction between their digestive fluids and outside
air that gives a uniquely smooth flavor, say customers.
“It’s very special,” said Ronald Van der Vaeken, a local
Belgian hotelier. “Normal coffee, after two minutes,
you forget the taste - but this coffee stays a very long
time in your mouth. It’s not acidic... it’s very good.” It’s
the brainchild of farmer and agricultural entrepreneur
Jacques Ramarlah.

Two years ago, he reintroduced bourbon pointu
beans to the area from nearby Reunion Island. He lat-
er introduced bat coffee after observing them nib-
bling the best beans. Now, Ramarlah works with
about 90 farmers who send him beans for processing
and marketing, some at his on-farm restaurant. The
farmers produced two tons of coffee this year, with
plans for 20 tons by 2021, for export to discerning
markets like Japan. His customers mostly come from
local high-end restaurants and hotels. Bat coffee will
be a small portion of production.

Madagascar’s animal-enhanced coffee is not
unique - Southeast Asia’s Kopi Luwak coffee is made
from beans salvaged from civet cat poop; Thailand
has elephant dung coffee; and there’s a Costa Rican
bat coffee similar to Ramarlah’s. Extremely high-value
coffee is a very niche market, but it is growing, said
Harrison, the Trabocca buyer. 

The global speciality coffee market is forecast to
hit $83.6 billion in 2025, said Adroit Market Research,
more than doubling its 2018 market size. — Reuters

WUHAN: An aerial view shows residential and commercial buildings of Wuhan in China’s central Hubei province
yesterday, amid a deadly virus outbreak which began in the city. — AFP 

Portuguese hacker 
‘behind the Angola 
corruption leaks’
LISBON: Lawyers for a Portuguese computer hacker said
yesterday he was responsible for revealing the dealings of
Angolan billionaire Isabel dos Santos, a corruption scandal
with fallout across Europe and Africa. The hacker, Rui
Pinto, handed over a hard drive “containing all data related
to the recent revelations concerning Ms. Isabel Dos
Santos’s fortune” to a whistleblowing organization in 2018,
his lawyers said. The tycoon daughter of former Angolan
president Jose Eduardo dos Santos now faces a slew of
corruption allegations stretching across Angola’s state oil
and diamond industries and banks-all of which she has
denied in interviews from London.

Rui Pinto-described by his lawyers as a “very important
European whistleblower”-is also behind the so-called
Football Leaks, a series of stories about financial dealings
and transfers involving clubs in Europe’s top leagues. The
football revelations, which first appeared in 2015 and were
eventually published in Germany’s Spiegel and other
European outlets, sparked criminal investigations in coun-
tries including Britain and France.

Pinto, 31, was extradited from Hungary last March over
allegations that he hacked into the systems of investment
fund Doyen Sports and tried to blackmail them in return
for not publishing information he had taken. His lawyers
have argued that Pinto-currently in pretrial detention in
Portugal-willingly stopped the blackmail attempt and
turned whistleblower, publishing the documents rather
than profiting personally. But a Portuguese court decided

on January 17 to go ahead with his trial on a total of 90
charges.

‘
Broken system’ 

According to his lawyers, the hard drive Pinto handed
over on the Angolan tycoon’s finances provided the source
material for revelations about “all the actors that might be
involved in the fraudulent operations committed at the
expense of the Angolan State”. The New York-based
International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ)
- which had also worked on previous financial scandals
including the 2016 “Panama Papers”-began publishing sto-
ries on dos Santos in mid-January.

The consortium said it had trawled more than 715,000
files and produced stories it said revealed a “broken inter-
national regulatory system”. Within days, Angola’s prose-
cutors announced charges against dos Santos, as the so-
called Luanda Leaks scandal swirled around allegations
that she had syphoned off hundreds of millions of dollars
of public money into offshore accounts during her tenure
at Sonangol, Angola’s state-owned oil giant.

Hundreds of companies, many based in tax havens such
as the British Virgin Islands, are alleged to have helped dos
Santos accrue her fortune. A Portuguese banker who
worked for Eurobic-in which dos Santos is the main share-
holder-was found dead last week in an apparent suicide. He
was named in the Luanda Leaks documents and later
described in media reports as her account manager. Pinto
had forwarded the hard drive to the Platform to Protect
Whistleblowers in Africa and the ICIJ, his lawyers said. He
had “sought to help understanding complex operations
conducted with the complicity of banks and jurists which
not only impoverish the people and the State of Angola, but
may have seriously damaged Portugal’s general interest”,
the statement said. Angolans call Isabel dos Santos “the
princess”, and she is Africa’s richest woman according to
Forbes, which estimates her assets at $2.1 billion. — AFP 

BUDAPEST: Leaks whistleblower Rui Pinto (center) is escorted by judicial officers as he arrives at the
Metropolitan Court in Budapest, Hungary, for his trial. — AFP 


